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Abstract. Several measures exist to describe similarities between digi-
tal contents, especially for what concerns images. Nevertheless, distances
based on low-level visual features embedded in a multidimensional linear
space are hardly suitable for capturing semantic similarities and recently
novel techniques have been introduced making use of hierarchical knowl-
edge bases. While being successfully exploited in specific contexts, the
human perception of similarity cannot be easily encoded in such rigid
structures. In this paper we propose to represent a knowledge base of
semantic concepts as a complex network whose topology arises from
free conceptual associations and is markedly different from a hierarchical
structure. Images are anchored to relevant semantic concepts through an
annotation process and similarity is computed following the related paths
in the complex network. We finally show how this definition of semantic
similarity is not necessarily restricted to images, but can be extended to
compute distances between different types of sensorial information such
as pictures and sounds, modeling the human ability to realize synaesthe-
sias.1
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1 Introduction

Content-based image retrieval is a well established research branch, working on
low-level visual features, such as color or texture, that can be automatically
extracted from digital contents [7,19]. Unfortunately, it is often the case that
purely visual features do not encode similarities regarding high-level concepts.
Smeulders et al. define the semantic gap as “the lack of coincidence between the
information that one can extract from the visual data and the interpretation
that the same data have for a user in a given situation” [19]. Image annotation
1 This work was partially funded by the European Commission in the context of the
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attempts to fill the semantic gap by mapping low-level visual features into high-
level concepts, either manually or through machine learning algorithms such as
Support Vector Machines (as done in [13], possibly combined with more struc-
tured hierarchical knowledge bases [7,21]). After the annotation, a picture is
represented as a Bag of Words, namely a vector whose elements indicate the
presence (or the absence) of the concepts utilized in the annotation process and
distances are evaluated in multidimensional Lp Lebesgue spaces or more gener-
alized topological spaces [17].

2 Graph-Based Similarity

The representations of images as vectors in a metric space all rely on the assump-
tion of independence between the words used in the annotation process [8]. As
also argued in [12], this is rarely true. Let us suppose to make use of three con-
cepts for the annotation, tree, leaf and window, and to have three pictures, one
containing only a tree, one only a leaf and one only a window. The vector rep-
resentation would be: tree = (1, 0, 0), leaf = (0, 1, 0), window = (0, 0, 1) and the
distance between the images would be the same, even if intuitively the concept
of tree should be closer to the concept of leaf than to that of window. Indeed,
the natural semantic correlations among the concepts used in the annotation
make inadequate the euclidean representation. To comply with the necessity of
a structure which well expresses relations, it is common to make use of semantic
graphs. A semantic graph is a pair of sets G = (C,A) where C is the set of nodes
and A is the set of edges, i.e. links between nodes. In semantic graphs the nodes
are concepts (or words) and the edges represent either logical relations between
them, e.g. ‘is-a’, ‘has-a’, or simple conceptual associations. Notable examples
of semantic graphs are the models of semantic memory developed by Collins
and Quillian [5] and Collins and Loftus [4] or networks of words such as Word-
Net [14], Roget’s Thesaurus [18], Word Association networks or network of tags
such as those of [3] and the like. Ontologies as well may be seen as semantic
graphs whose structure must be logically consistent and is often hierarchical
and in which formal rigor is added by means of logical axioms and inference
rules [11]. In the last years, many have tried to overcome the limitations of the
euclidean representation utilizing semantic graphs [8,9,12]. In [8], for instance,
the authors use ImageNet, a logically organized database of images, analogous
to WordNet, to evaluate semantic similarities between images. These methods,
however, only account for logical similarities, namely for shared taxonomical cat-
egories. Oppositely, humans can analyze images at different semantic levels [21]
and can establish more complex relations between them, which cannot be easily
encoded in a hierarchical structure (Fig. 1). A pair of images can be consid-
ered to be related because the objects represented often occur together, because
they evoke similar feelings or belong to the same context. Statistical evidence of
this fact is presented in [10]. The authors compare the associations of the Word
Association Network of the Human Brain Cloud [22], a web-based “massively
interplayer word association game”, which they have validated for scientific pur-
poses, with the logical relations of WordNet. They map the word association
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the structure of ImageNet. The only way to reach Window from
Tree is to go up and down the hierarchy: ‘Tree-WoodyPlant-VascularPlant-Plant-Root-
Artifact-Structure-SupportingStructure-Framework-Window’. On the Word Association
Network built from the data of [16] the path is ‘Tree-Shade-Window’.

network, which completely lacks of semantics, onto WordNet and what they
observe is that “human beings often construct associations with probabilities
that could strongly deviate from what would be the pure statistical structure
of WN”, entailing that conceptual associations are often based on other criteria
than pure logic.

3 Complex Networks

A further limitation of the hierarchical models is that they rarely exhibit complex
structures. In fact, in the last years, starting from the article of Steyvers and
Tenenbaum [20], many have pointed out the strong analogies between semantic
graphs and complex networks. The study of complex networks is a new and
emerging field, born in the late 90s as a consequence of the discovery that many
real networks (WWW, Internet, science collaboration graph, the web of human
social contacts,...) are small world, i.e. the distance between two nodes scales
logarithmically with the number of nodes N , highly clustered and heterogeneous,
i.e. the degree distribution is considerably different from binomial, poissonian or
gaussian distributions, since it is markedly right-skewed and fat-tailed, often well
approximated by a power-law distribution [1,2].

In [20] the authors have shown that Wordnet, the Roget’s thesaurus and the
Word Association network built from the experiment done by the University of
South Florida [16] exhibit a small average path length, a high clustering coef-
ficient and a power-law distribution of degree. Word associations are obtained
through a simple experiment: subjects are asked to write down the first word
that comes to their mind which is meaningfully related to a cue word, provided
by the experimenters. A network can be built by identifying the words as nodes
and the edges as associations, which can be weighted by the frequency of that
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particular association. In [10] this analysis is extended to another network of
word association, the Human Brain Cloud [22], an online multiplayer word asso-
ciation game. In [15] similar results are obtained, without aggregating data from
different individuals. In [3] the topological properties of the semantic networks
spontaneously emerging from co-occurring tags of digital resources on website
such as del.icio.us also exhibit the typical properties of complex networks. These
independent studies, obtained from semantic graphs of diverse nature and origin,
yielding similar conclusions suggest that complexity is a fundamental property
of the structure of semantic networks. This fact has remarkable consequences on
the shortest paths, therefore on similarities. Scale-free networks are more than
small world, with average shortest path < l >� log N

log log N [2] with N vertices.
This is due to the hubs of the networks which act as bridges between “distant”
nodes, providing shortcuts across the web.

4 The Model

To account for the role of complexity and to encompass the possibility of free
conceptual association, we propose a model for evaluating semantic similarities
between images based on a Complex Network of Free Word Associations. Both
the Word Association Network built from the experiment of the University of
South Florida [16] and the one built from the web-based experiment of Human-
BrainCloud, have been proven to be complex networks and to share a similar
structure [10,20]. Therefore, in the following, we shall generically refer to a Word
Association Network (WAN). The model works as follows (Fig. 2):

1) Build a Word Association Network
2) Annotate the images Ii and Ij with words of the WAN: fi and fj are the vec-
torial representations of Ii and Ij , whose component fk

i ∈ [0, 1] is a confidence
score of the word k in Ii

3)Turn the most relevant words into weighted links and anchor the images to
the WAN
4)The distance is the shortest weighted path length [6], namely d(Ii, Ij) =
minγi,j

∑
l∈γi,j

l, where l = 1
w is the length of a link (the stronger the asso-

ciation, the closer the nodes) and γi,j is a generic weighted path connecting Ii

and Ij

Note that “most relevant” is vague and needs to be further specified. Different
criteria may be applied to determine what number of words should be turned into
links, but a robust method is to normalize fi, sort the components by magnitude
and select the first k concepts containing a fixed percentage α of the total norm.
In the demonstration of Fig. 2, we have used α = 0.9, but different values may be
selected. We suggest that this free parameter could be set optimally through a
learning process onto a training set of images whose similarity have been already
evaluated by well established methods.
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Fig. 2. Suppose that the annotation yields f1 = (window = 0.4, shade = 0.3, light =
0.2, nature = 0.05, sheep = 0.05) and f2 = (tree = 0.6, nature = 0.2, shade =
0.1, branch = 0.1). Setting α = 0.9 we select the first three attributes and turn them into
weighted links (represented in red and black). The shortest path (in black) between the
two images is Img1 → Shade → Img2, hence the similarity is d = 1/0.1+1/0.3 ≈ 13.3
in the WAN built from [16].

5 Conclusions

In this position paper, we have highlighted two possible weak points of the state-
of-the-art measures of semantic similarity between images: the excessive rigidity
of purely hierarchical structures and the absence of complexity. Therefore, we
have proposed a model which could possibly solve these issues. We want to
underline the fact that this definition of similarity can be extended to digital
contents of diverse nature, such as images, sounds and more generally media
objects. Once the objects are semantically annotated, the proposed algorithm
allows to measure distances between different sensorial information, modeling
the natural human ability to associate sensations. The model still necessitates a
thorough evaluation and its performances have to be compared with the avail-
able and consolidated IR techniques in order to confirm its proximity to human
behaviors. However, if our intuition is right, it can provide a general method
to evaluate relations between digital contents in a way more comprehensible to
humans. This approach could have a vast array of applications in information
management such as retrieval, clustering and the like.
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